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Happy holidays!☃ The winter break is finally upon us! In classic festive fashion, this

week saw Christmas Parties, the streaming of school music concerts and the

entertaining Staff Pantomime take to the (virtual!) stage. “Sparkle Day” also took

place yesterday, with an abundance of reindeer antlers, cheesy Christmas jumpers

and snowflake earrings on display for the final fundraising event of the year, with

proceeds going towards Dundee Bairns and the British Heart Foundation. It’s

undoubtedly been a rather unique year, but I’ve definitely learnt a lot about myself

over these past 12 months, and I’m sure that many others have too :)

However, looking towards the future, 2021 is within reach, and brings the promise

of new beginnings✨ 

Editor, Malavikha Sudarshan
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This Christmas may be one like no other, but if you’re used to having a turkey for your Christmas
dinner this shall hopefully still be the case this year. This turkey recipe is delicious and will easily
serve 4-6 people.  

Ingredients
• 3kg turkey
• Olive oil
• Sea salt
• Black pepper
• 1 clementine, halved
• A few sprigs of rosemary
• 2 onions, peeled and roughly chopped
• 2 sticks of celery, roughly chopped 
• 2 carrots, roughly chopped 

For the stuffing
• Olive oil
• 2 onions, peeled and finely chopped 
• Sea salt
• Black pepper
• ½ tsp nutmeg
• A few sprigs of sage, leaves picked and roughly chopped
• 300g of pork mince
• A large handful of breadcrumbs

Method
1. Take your turkey out of the fridge about an hour before you’re ready to cook it so it comes up to
room temperature before roasting. Give it a good rinse then pat it dry with some kitchen paper,
making sure you soak up any water in the cavity. Drizzle the meat with some of olive oil, add a few
good sprinkles of salt and pepper and then rub this seasoning all over the bird, making sure you
get in to all the spaces
. 
2. Preheat your oven to it’s hottest temperature then get started on your stuffing. Pour a
tablespoon or two of olive oil into a large pan on a medium heat and fry off your chopped onion
for about 10 minutes or until softened. Stir in a good pinch of salt and pepper, the ground nutmeg
and your chopped sage leaves, then continue to fry and stir for another minute or two.

3. Spoon the onion mixture into a large bowl and let it cool completely. Once cooled, add your
pork mince and breadcrumbs and use your hands to really incorporate everything together. Once
it’s mixed really well, bring the stuffing together into a ball, then cover and chill until you’re ready to
stuff your turkey. >>
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>> 4. Pull the skin at the neck-end back so you can see a cavity and push about half of your
stuffing inside your turkey. Not too much: you don’t want to pack it so tightly it slows down the
cooking. Once done, pull and fold the skin over the opening and tuck it under the bird so it
looks nice.

5. Turn the turkey around and drop a few small pieces of stuffing into the larger cavity along
with your clementine halves and a few sprigs of rosemary. Place your roughly chopped veg in
the bottom of a roasting pan and lay your turkey on top. Cover the turkey with tin foil then put it
in the hot oven and immediately turn the temperature down to 180°C/350°F/gas 4. Cook for
about 35 to 40 minutes per kilo. The 3kg bird in this recipe will take about 1hr 45mins to 2
hours.  

6. Check on your turkey every 20 minutes or so and keep it from drying out by basting it with
the lovely juices from the bottom of the pan. After 1 hour and 15 mins, remove the foil so the
skin gets golden and crispy. 

7. When the time is up, take your turkey out of the oven and stick a small sharp knife into the
fattest part of the thigh. If the juices run clear and the meat pulls apart easily, it’s ready. If not,
pop the turkey back in the oven to cook for a bit longer then check again. When you're
confident it's cooked, rest the turkey for at least 1 hour, preferably 2 hours for bigger birds.
Meanwhile you can get your veg/sides and gravy ready (using the roasted veg and giblets
from the roasting tray).                                                                                                                   
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L4 & 5‘s eyecatching collage work!

And that’s the

final edition of

“The Term

Times” for

2020! 

Here’s to a

New Year that

brings

opportunities

aplenty.

Wishing you all

a very Merry

Christmas, and

enjoy the

holidays!  

EDITOR’S NOTE

season’s
greetings!
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